Frequently Asked Question
1.

2.

How to apply for the Post?
The detailed advertisement and link for applying online is available on the
Website of Nalanda Open University, Viz., https://www.biharbed2018.in/.
Please read the instruction and apply accordingly
If the print out of the Application slip could not be taken at the time of
Application, can it be taken out at a later date?
Yes. The print out of the Application slip can be taken at a later date.

3.

Whether the Registration No can be viewed again if the same has not been
noted down at the time of submission of application.
Yes: The same can be retrieved from the website from the link mentioned in
point 1 above by providing requisite information like Registration No., date
of birth, etc.

4.

Is there any reservation for physically challenged category?
Yes, there is reservation for physically challenged persons.

5.

Can a candidate who is awaiting final result apply for the post?
A candidate must be Graduate at closing date otherwise he/she is not
eligible.

6.

What to do if photograph and signature are not getting uploaded?
Only Colored Picture to be uploaded. The size of photograph file should be 5
kb to 50 kb Size of Signature file should be 5 kb to 20 kb and size of thumb
impression file should be 5 kb to 20 kb. All the image file should be in JPG
or JPEG format and file name should not contain special character.

7.

Can the photograph and signature be uploaded at the time of downloading
admit card ?
No, the photograph and signature are to be uploaded at the time of
registration only.

8.

Where do we have to submit the hard copy of our certificates ?
To be submitted at the time of admission, if called for.

9.

What if the photograph & signature are not appearing/visible in the
registration slip even after uploading the same ?
Please refresh/reload the webpage on your browser.

10. what if a candidate uploaded wrong photograph/signature while registering
them.
The candidates may please note than if the quality of photograph/signature
is poor or blur other than human faces the application is liable to be
rejected. No correction is allowed kindly resubmit your application.

11. What is Required Qualification?
Minimum Qualification- Graduate with 50% marks and
Technical Graduate with 55% marks.
12. Category wise Fees :–
For Bihar Candidates:
Fee relaxation only for Bihar Candidate:
General

Rs. 1000/-

OBC/EBC/WBC

Rs. 750/-

SC/ST

Rs. 500/-

Fees for other than Bihar Candidates:-Rs.1000
13. Can a candidate make correction in application form after form submission ?
No correction is allowed after final submission.
14. Is there different Thumb impression for Male and Female ?
The thumb impression for male will be of right thumb and for female it will
be of left thumb.

